Article Database Searching – link concepts with “and” or fill in boxes in <Advanced Search.>

Articles Index – gives citations to articles, but does not reflect our local holdings. Must click on GetIt@UML things will happen:

- We will get the articles online.
- Search for a print copy (it will search the library catalogue to see if we subscribe to the journal) and then you note the location and call number.
- We do not get the journal. You can order the article through Document Delivery.
- ***Remember when searching you can search by author and by Publication title.

Full text databases – gives immediate access to online articles (Art Fulltext)

Coverage – keep in mind that these databases cover different journals and publication dates.

Searching for contemporary artists & criticism

- One Stop search is useful for gathering contemporary and desperate materials such as articles, books and newspapers, BUT it does not mine from all of the art databases and brings up a lot of extraneous information. Good for initial, general research.
- ARTBibliographies Modern (1969 - ) is good for contemporary art and artists and includes some Canadian content.
- Art Full Text (1985 - ) provides access to online articles and includes some different titles than ABM.

Contemporary Canadian artists

- Try ARTBibliographies Modern, CBCA and Canadian Newsstand.
- Remember these can be searched concurrently (go into <choose databases>) and select appropriate titles)

Art Historical research ( search both Art Index Retro and Art Full text concurrently)

- Art Index Retrospective (1929 -84). Go into <choose databases>) and select Art Fulltext (1984 - ) because then you will be searching articles published from 1929 to the present.

Art Theory

- ABM, Project Muse (fulltext) and MLA International Bibliography